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Career Outline

The thing I enjoy most about designing for the online environment its ever- 
evolving nature. Graphics aren’t necessarily moments in time, as they are  
in-paper, but  they follow the journey of a story, often changing several times  
during the process. This presents a unique set of challenges in design style,  
application, quality control and working at speed.

Two of the three pieces I am submitting for the SA Press Club Designer award 
highlight this. The 2010 World Cup and this year’s State Election set the challenge 
of producing a wide range of graphics that complemented a larger ongoing theme.

I have tried to reflect the evolution of the design of these projects in my entry. This 
entry is not about one-off design pieces but snapshots across the life of these 
projects. 
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1. 2010 WOrlD CuP VertiCal (sOutH aFriCa: One GOal)
June-July 2010

For me this was the most entertaining and demanding project of the year.  
I was heavily involved in the planning and deployment of the site, led by 
Michael Owen-Brown, as well as creating the editorial graphics during the 
tournament itself.

This meant burning the midnight oil (and 5am oil) through all the matches 
while updating site and flash graphics as stories broke and results came 
in.

It was important to create a visual style that did justice to the scale and 
importance of the tournament, and also married up with the design of the 
One Goal website. As One Goal, based out of Adelaide, was being shared 
across all News Limited masthead sites, consideration had to be given to 
how it would integrate with the look and feel of each.

Recurring elements in the graphics, such as the national flags, the ‘blue 
flame’ and the angled elements, I believe, achieved this. 

Due to the way the website was developed the Flash multimedia module 
became a central component. Developing content in Flash allowed  
us to avoid publishing delays and pump content out almost instanta-
neously. Therefore the lead editorial story was depicted graphically within 
the Flash environment, allowing us to instantly update readers with live 
scores, the latest qualification tables and breaking news.

the Flash graphic in the lead-up to the tournament final between spain 
and the netherlands reflected the style and recurring themes of the One 
Goal website design 

We used the Flash module to deliver live group ladders during the last 
game of the first phase of the tournament. the design allowed us to take 
advantage of Flash’s instant updating capacity 

VieW tHe sOutH aFriCa: One GOal WeBsite Here:
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/sport/world-cup-2010
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When the timing was right, graphics 
were created pointing to the lighter, 
fun elements of the site.  

Working in with the rolling news cycle of the site, key graphics were also generated to point to  
statistical analysis, feature reads, sponsored content and other areas of the One Goal website

The bullk of the graphic generation 
during the tournament revolved 
around match results and reports 

The Flash module 
played a key role in  
delivering content on 
the One Goal website.

Another key graphic 
area was the ‘Barrack 
Live’ module which 
pointed to upcoming 
live blogs

sOutH aFriCa: One GOal WeBsite: sOutH aFriCa: One GOal neWsletter:Main FlasH eDitOrial iMaGe:

1

2

Highlights from the daily World Cup newsletter

Graphics 
reflected the 
action of the  
World Cup 
and kept to 
the style of 
the site. 

1
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2. eleCtiOn 2010 (sa)
March 10

AdelaideNow’s coverage of the 2010 South Australian election changed 
the game for online coverage across the network and around Australia. 

A core component of this coverage was live video from press conferences, 
studio interviews and the finale, Saturday Night Live - a three-hour  
election night live broadcast.

Live video became the central focus of all news coverage across print and 
online. It changed the way news was delivered, which in turn presented 
some unique design challenges. 

I wanted a strong and immediately identifiable style for all graphics across 
print, online and video. The South Australian colours (red, blue and yel-
low) and the “elect10n” brand achieved this. 

Beyond the basics, I wanted the style to reflect a coverage that was fresh 
and innovative. The use of curves, modern fonts, the tilt on the “10” and 
contemporary music (within video elements) positioned what we were do-
ing as unique from standard print/online coverage. 

BranDinG: The elect10n logo*

HOMe PaGe:

LIVE “iFrame”
banner - allowing
instant updating 
(without Fatwire 
delay)

Thumbnails -  
extending the 
use of the brand 
across the site

Slideshow - brand 
extension within 
templated slides

Standard banner 
pointing to future 
live event

Lead image for 
mailout

e-eDitiOn DailY neWs eMail:

1
1
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*Blue background used here part of a pre-purchased graphic suite
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SATURDAy NiGHT LivE GRAPHiCS

On-screen graphics for the live election night broadcast

included seat updates, video intro and sponsored links

WEBSiTE GRAPHiCS

Expanding the Elect10n 
brand across the  
AdelaideNow website  
involved banners and   
slideshow images

LivE viDEO GRAPHiCS

Graphics for live video including intro 
graphics, credits and supers for all live 
crosses, press conferences, studio  
interviews (High Noon) and the daily 
election show Punch Drunk with  
Kelly Nestor and David Penberthy
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Bernard Tomic gets grumpy when an Australian  
Open match keeps him up until after 2am

Longer Airport hours - Adelaide says ‘no’.  
NB: earmuffs not to scale :)

Michael Atkinson finally under a gamer’s control i guess the beer gods won this battle

Original image

3. aDelaiDenOW sPlasH GraPHiC
2009-10

The homepage splash image at AdelaideNow is the main visual portal 
into the website. Great emphasis is placed on creating images that entice 
the user further into the website.

Here are some examples and how they were created:

Past MY BeDtiMe
Combining and colour-correcting images in Photoshop.

sOniC BOOM
Combining and colour-correcting images in Photoshop.

raisinG tHe Bar
This was a Photoshop layer-fest. After sourcing an  
appropriate beer image (right) I superimposed  
fragments  of the image over a “21” to create the  
final effect. The finishing touches were applied with 
cloning, blending and airbrushing.

neXt BaCKFliP
AdelaideNow had run a campaign against Michael 
Atkinson’s policies on anonymous blogging during the 
election period, resulting in him reversing his policy. 
This follow-up story about his opposition to an R18+ 
rating for video games which used recurring themes  
in the Atkinson saga as well as the gaming images 
relevent to this story. Photoshop work included Hue & 
Saturation, Levels, Blur and Sharpening.


